KEYED NOTES:

1. 4" up to RD & ORD
2. 3" up to RD & ORD
3. Remove (E) roof drain risers and leaders.

PARTIAL 3RD FLOOR PLBG PLAN – SOUTH

SCALE: 1/16" = 1'-0"
ADD05-P09

**KEYED NOTES:**

1. PROVIDE HEAT TRACE, INSULATION AND ALL-WEATHER JACKET FOR ALL EXTERNAL PIPING. REFER TO WPZ.6 FOR HEAT TRACE PANEL.

2. PROVIDE AND INSTALL WATER METER AT THIS LOCATION. PROVIDE NECESSARY DDC INTERFACE, RE: CONTROLS.

3. 1/2" DOW TO HUMIDIFIER IN THIS SPACE. PROVIDE FULL SIZE INDIRECT DRAIN PIPED TO ROOF. SEE MANUFACTURER DATA FOR DRAIN SIZE.

4. REMOVE (E) ROOF DRAIN.

5. REMOVE (E) DRAIN PIPING AND ROOF DRAIN AT PENTHOUSE ROOF.

6. PROVIDE RPZ BACKFLOW PREVENTER EQUAL TO WATTS 009, WITH STRAINER AND CHECK VALVE.

**SCALE:** 1/16"=1'-0"